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2009-2011 Energy Retrofit Projects: Tips and Lessons Learned

Christ Ascension, located just west of the Bellevue neighborhood in the Northside neighborhood of

Richmond, was built during 1959-61, a time when the energy efficiency of a building was a neglected

concern. While acknowledging that that the building is grossly inefficient with many poorly designed

features, the Church has been able to identify both short-term and longer term measures that can be

taken to improve the efficiency of its uses of energy and water.

 The energy consumption profile that can be created using the EPA Profile Manager is a useful
way of tracking energy consumption and obtaining a general understanding of the relative
energy efficiency of your current physical facilities.

 The energy consumption profile that Christ Ascension created using the EPA Profile Manager
validated what the Church already knew – the Church building is grossly inefficient and, frankly,
was poorly designed. But the building is what the Church has and, clearly, what the Church will
have for some time to come.

 Christ Ascension initially made the mistake of recording actual energy use in the EPA Profile
Manager by reference to the "from & to" dates on its energy bills rather than by recording the
costs in the month the bill was paid.

 If the Church performs its financial accounting on a cash basis, as many congregations do,
recording the energy consumption units – i.e. hundred cubic feet for natural gas (ccf) or kilowatt
hours for electricity - and dollars by the month in which the bill was paid will make it much
easier to correlate the data in the EPA Profile Manager reports with the Church’s periodic
financial reports.

 The EPA Portfolio Manager has a small time-demand at start-up, to enter data from the
beginning of the church fiscal year, but very little time is required thereafter – less than one
half-hour per month.

 The EPA Portfolio Manager reports will be most useful if units of energy consumed and dollar
costs are both entered.

 If the original architectural and engineering drawings for the church are available, they should
prove useful during the process.

 The assistance of a professional architect can be of enormous help in getting the retrofit
planning process started.

 Strongly resist the urge to get too detailed, too soon.

http://www.cachurch.net/
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=evaluate_performance.bus_portfoliomanager


 Most of the things a church will want to consider are the same as what a homeowner would
consider when trying to make his home more energy efficient - only on a larger scale. It is not,
however, necessary to hire a consulting engineer to achieve many of the more readily
achievable energy savings - most are common sense.

 Concentrate first on what can be done immediately, and fairly inexpensively, to reduce energy
consumption. Have accomplished those, move on to things that require slightly more effort or
slightly more expense.

 Perhaps the most useful part of the exercise if an objective identification of things that members
of the congregation can do themselves to reduce energy consumption or things that can be
accomplished with the minimum expense of money. It is a rare congregation that has the
financial resources at hand to accomplish all the major things that might be needed.

 Concentrate on realities rather than hypotheses put forward by well-meaning members. Stay on
track.

 If the church has among its members a mechanical, electrical, or structural engineer educated
and experienced with HVAC system, that would be of great help.

 Recognize that there will be some things that cannot be easily changed and some that cannot be
changed. For example, Christ Ascension's building, erected in the 1959-1961 time frame is
constructed of concrete block which absorb and hold cold and moisture with a brick veneer. The
side isles of the nave have 9 foot ceilings and the areas in which the pews are located have a
ceiling height of roughly 34 feet. Our building is heated by two natural-gas fired hot water
boilers and the convectors (radiators) are located about 10 feet above the floor of the Nave. The
laws of physics being what they are, this will never result in an energy efficient comfortable
heating level in the pews. All cold air enters the bottom of the convectors 10 feet above the
floor, is drawn upward over the convection coils, and promptly proceeds to the ceiling. A
congregation of approximately 120 people cannot afford to remedy this design deficiency.


